Learn European Portuguese in 30 days

Day 1
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 1 (learning)
- 500 Common words in 3 minutes (learning)
- Best Technique to memorise Vocab (tip)

Day 2
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 2 (learning)
- Greetings in European Portuguese (learning)
- 9 Secrets to Learn European Portuguese (tip)

Day 3
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 3 (learning)
- Numbers from 1-10 (learning)
- Delicious Snails (exposure)

Day 4
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 4 (learning)
- Saying Goodbye in Portuguese (learning)
- The history of the Pastél de Nata - PT & EN subtitles (exposure)

Day 5
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 5 (learning)
- Movimento perpétuo associativo (learn song - lyrics in PT & EN)
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- Extra: How to build the Ultimate Vocabulary Notebook (tip)

Day 6
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 6 (learning)
- 100 Common Expressions (learning)
- Espera (learn song - lyrics in PT & EN)

Day 7
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 7 (learning)
- How to Reply in Common Situations (learning)
- Portuguese - Angola VS Portugal (exposure)

Day 8
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 8 (learning)
- Days of the Week (learning)
- Euronews - read/listen to an article (exposure)

Day 9
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 9 (learning)
- Months and Seasons (learning)
- Our Language Story (exposure)

Day 10
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 10 (learning)
- Extra: Never forget “that” word again (tip)
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- **Day 11**
  - **PWC Podcast - Lesson 11** (learning)
  - **Tricky Sounds of European Portuguese** (learning)
  - **Bem Vindos a Beirais - Episódio 3** (exposure)

- **Day 12**
  - **PWC Podcast - Lesson 12** (learning)
  - **Colours** (learning)
  - **Euronews** - read/listen to an article (exposure)

- **Day 13**
  - **PWC Podcast - Lesson 13** (learning)
  - **How to Pronounce and Read like a Native** (learning)
  - **Top Places to Visit in Lisbon - Subtitles in PT & EN** (exposure)

- **Day 14**
  - **PWC Podcast - Lesson 14** (learning)
  - **Portuguese Gestures** (learning)
  - **Bem Vindos a Beirais - Episódio 4** (exposure)

- **Day 15**
  - **PWC Podcast - Lesson 15** (learning)
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- Do Portuguese Pronounce the Letter “O”? (learning)
- Eu já não sei (learn song - lyrics in PT & EN)
Day 16

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 16 (learning)
- Obrigado or Obrigada (learning)
- An interview with a Portuguese Expert (exposure)

Day 17

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 17 (learning)
- Bem Vindos a Beirais - Episódio 5 (exposure)

Day 18

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 18 (learning)
- Bem Vindos a Beirais - Episódio 6 (exposure)

Day 19

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 19 (learning)
- Top 50 Portuguese Verbs (learning)
- Euronews - read/listen to an article (exposure)

Day 20

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 20 (learning)
- Pronouncing the R Sound in European Portuguese (learning)
- Postal dos Correios (learn song - lyrics in PT & EN)
Day 21

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 21 (learning)
- Top 20 Funniest Idiomatic Expressions (learning)
- Ovos Moles with subtitles in PT (exposure)

Day 22

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 22 (learning)
- Bem Vindos a Beirais - Episódio 7 (exposure)

Day 23

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 23 (learning)
- Pedir or Perguntar? (learning)
- Euronews - read/listen to an article (exposure)

Day 24

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 24 (learning)
- Bem Vindos a Beirais - Episódio 8 (exposure)

Day 25

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 25 (learning)
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 26 (learning)
- Euronews - read/listen to an article (exposure)
Day 26

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 27 (learning)
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 28 (learning)
- Asking the Time (learning)
- Euronews - read/listen to an article (exposure)

Day 27

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 29 (learning)
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 30 (learning)
- Telling The Time (learning)
- Avião de Papel (learn song - lyrics in PT & EN)

Day 28

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 31 (learning)
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 32 (learning)
- Bem Vindos a Beirais - Episódio 9 (exposure)

Day 29

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 33 (learning)
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 34 (learning)
- Bem Vindos a Beirais - Episódio 10 (exposure)
Day 30

- PWC Podcast - Lesson 35 (learning)
- PWC Podcast - Lesson 36 (learning)

WHERE TO NEXT?

Want to learn Natural, Vernacular European Portuguese to complete fluency?
Have a look at our premium program called “The Journey”
- Start your free trial Now!
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Helpful Links:

- [https://cooljugator.com/pt](https://cooljugator.com/pt) (verb conjugation)
- [https://www.infopedia.pt](https://www.infopedia.pt) (online dictionary)
- [https://context.reverso.net/translation/](https://context.reverso.net/translation/) (natural translation of words/expressions)
- [https://youglish.com/portuguese](https://youglish.com/portuguese) (when not sure how to pronounce a given word - must select PT)
- [https://www.deepl.com/translator](https://www.deepl.com/translator) (translation of longer texts)